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FTK and AD Lab 7.0.
Streamline and tackle mobile investigations.
Analyze more mobile application data than ever before and complete your investigations more rapidly
A digital forensics tool should do more than produce basic
forensic evidence. Investigators have to make immediate,
and very specific decisions, and a reliable tool is a necessity
when it comes to analyzing data and building a strong
case. That’s why FTK and LAB 7.0 are designed to give
you a broad range of features and functions that offer
flexibility, scalability and customization with a powerful
processing engine. Process more than 7 TB of data in just
24 hours in the new release!
Adding to the already strong backbone of FTK and AD LAB,
the functionality included in the 7.0 release, mobile parsing,
job management and many other features, makes FTK
and AD LAB the premier tool on the market for full-scale
forensic investigations. When you have the court validated
tool of choice for digital forensics, you can experience
what it feels like to have the advantage to bring criminals
to justice.

Parse key data from mobile applications to further
complete your investigation in one forensics tool. Analyze
more data to paint a broader and more robust picture
ensuring a more comprehensive investigation.
Create custom parsers via an open C# API that can be
updated by AccessData or by you to create a more robust
and complete data collection for your specific data types
and sources.
Run Python Scripting directly within the FTK and AD LAB
interface, eliminating the risk of data spoliation by keeping
it all in one location.
Easily process redesigned chat messages and
conversations to show them in their native view which
allows key stakeholders to have a better understanding
of the context.
Achieve more flexibility and save money by using the
power of the cloud to scale your environment with AWS
Aurora Support.
Add or remove distributed processing engines on the
fly with auto-scaling, leading to better resource allocation.

Chat beautification to show messages in their native
view, allowing for better understanding and context.

Enhanced Image and Video processing support to help
remove non-relevant data up-front to speed up searches.
The All Communication features allows investigators to
connect conversations from all sources (email, mobile,
chat, etc.).

Create custom parsers and reports to easily search
for and present complex analysis to non-technical
stakeholders with Python scripting.

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF 7.0
and request a demo:
marketing.accessdata.com/7.0Release

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, AccessData® offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your
hands. For over 30 years, AccessData has worked with more than 130,000 clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations
and law firms around the world to understand and focus on their unique collection-to-analysis needs. The result? Products that empower
faster results, better insights, and more connectivity. For more information, visit www.accessdata.com
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